Level of physical activity and screen time among Iranian children and adolescents at the national and provincial level: The CASPIAN-IV study
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Abstract

Background: There are few epidemiological reports on adherence to physical activity (PA) and screen-time (ST) recommendations among Iranian children and adolescents at the provincial level. We used nationally representative data to provide recent prevalence estimates of Iranian children who met the recommendations for PA and ST.

Methods: This nationwide study was conducted among 14,880 students aged 6-18 years from 30 provinces of Iran. The frequency of the recommended level for PA (>1 hours/week) and ST (<2 hours/day) and different combinations of PA and ST was determined in the studied population.

Results: In this study, 13,486 students (response rate: 90.6%) were studied. Overall, 18.62%, 34.11%, 50.66% and 9.63% of the students reported high ST, low level of PA, high TV watching and high computer working, respectively. The frequency of the recommended level of PA and ST was 53.92%. Of the studied population, 6.63% had low PA and high ST. Paradox combinations of low PA and low ST and moderate/high PA and high ST was prevalent among 27.47% and 6.26% of the children and adolescents. The lowest and highest frequency of recommended level of PA and ST was 38.9% and 65%, respectively. The lowest and highest frequency of low PA and high ST was 1.87% and 13.77%, respectively.

Conclusion: The results of this study revealed that the frequency of low PA was high and that approximately 46% of the students did not meet the recommended level of PA and ST. The findings indicated that preparing facilities for improving PA level among children should be the main priority in our future interventions in this field.
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Introduction

Sedentary behavior is defined as activities that do not increase energy expenditure substantially above the resting level and includes activities such as sleeping, sitting, lying down and watching television and other forms of screen-based entertainment (1).

This behavior has become an emerging health problem during the last decades worldwide due to the changes in lifestyle habits and nutritional transition state. There is growing body of evidence that sedentary behaviors are associated with a range of health outcomes including obesity, metabolic syndrome, cardiovascular disease and all-cause mortality (2,3). It has also been considered as a risk factor for chronic diseases in children and adolescents (4).

The consequences of sedentary lifestyle in different aspects have been reported in several studies. The behavior may be adversely associated with different physical and psychological health outcomes (5-7).

Previous studies indicated that patterns of the behavior established in childhood period become relatively stable at a moderate level over time during childhood and adolescence. Furthermore, it persists during adulthood (8,9). These evidences emphasize the fact that planning to reduce sedentary behaviors to prevent the related complications should be initiated from early years of life (9).

There are some reports indicating the association between sedentary behavior and adverse cardiovascular disease risk factor profiles and lower levels of aerobic fitness among children (10,11).

Physical inactivity (PA) is another health problem that is significantly increasing among children and adolescents, and it is considered as another consequence of lifestyle changes. It has been demonstrated that active children have more favorable metabolic control, lower adiposity and BMI as well as increased cognitive function compared to their inactive counterparts (12-14).

Identifying the correlates of both PA and sedentary behaviors in children is an emerging health issue. However, they may be helpful in interventional researches. Some correlates are non-modifiable (such as sex, ethnicity and age), whereas others may be modifiable (such as environmental and geographical factors, social support, attitudes and parental rules) (15). However, to develop interventional strategies, having a complete epidemiological feature for both fixed and modifiable correlates may be helpful.

Recent studies indicated that due to nutritional transitional state and lifestyle and dietary habits changes, children and adolescents living in developing countries including Iran are at higher risk of developing non-communicable diseases such as obesity, metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular disease risk factors (16).

Preventative interventions should be designed based on appropriate epidemiological data. Considering that there are few epidemiological reports on the adherence to PA and screen-time (ST) recommendations among Iranian children and adolescents at the provincial level, we used nationally representative data to provide recent prevalence estimates of Iranian children who met the recommendations for PA and ST viewing.

Methods

This nationwide study was conducted as a part of the fourth survey of a national school-based surveillance program entitled “Childhood and Adolescence Surveillance and Prevention of Adult Non-communicable Disease (CASPION-IV) Study” during 2011-2012 in Iran. In the CASPIAN-IV survey, 14,480 students, aged 6-18 years from elementary, intermediate and high schools of 30 provinces of Iran and their parents were studied. Details of the survey were presented elsewhere (17). In this study, we described methods related to this study in brief.

Data on PA and sedentary life style was obtained from the participants and one of their parents using two sets of validated questionnaires (18). The student question-
naire included questions about ST (TV watching, computer working) and PA pattern.

**Classification of PA**

PA classification was based on times per week PA they had spent for at least 30 minutes. Level of PA was classified as low (< 2 times/week), moderate (2-4 times/week) and high (> 4 times/week) (19).

**Classification of TV Watching, Computer Working and ST**

ST was assessed through asking the average time (hours per day) in weekdays and weekends that the participants spent watching TV, leisure time computer use, or electronic games. According to the international recommendations, TV watching, working on the computer and ST were categorized into two groups of less than two hours per day (low), and two hours per day or more (high) (20).

**Combination of Different levels of PA and ST**

The frequency of different combinations of PA and ST was determined in the studied population according to the following classification:

- Recommended level of PA and ST: High/moderate PA and low ST
- High risk population: Low PA and High ST
- Paradox combinations: High PA and High ST and Low PA and Low ST

**Statistical Analysis**

Data were analyzed using survey data analysis in the STATA Corp. 2011 (Stata Statistical Software: Release 12. College Station, TX: StataCorp LP. Package). The mean of continuous variables was reported with 95% confidence interval (95%CI), and categorical variables as percentage.

The mean values of continuous and percentage of categorical variables were presented at the national and provincial level according to gender and living area and compared using student t and chi-square tests, respectively. P-value of less than 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. Figures were plotted using R software Version 2.15.1.

**Results**

In this nationwide survey, 14,880 students with the mean (95% CI) age of 12.47 [12.29, 12.64] years (participation rate: 90.6%) were studied. A number of 6,640 (49.2%) and 6,846 (50.8%) of the participants were girls and boys, respectively. A number of 10,191 and 3,295 were from urban and rural areas, respectively.

**National Level**

The mean (95% CI) of ST, TV watching, computer working and PA was 1.42 [1.40, 1.44], 2.13 [2.11, 2.16], 0.67 [.64, .70] and 1.5 [1.48-1.52] hours per day, respectively. The mean of computer working was significantly higher in boys than in girls (p=0.001) and in urban than in rural population (p<0.05). The mean of TV watching was not statistically different between boys and girls (p>0.05) and was significantly higher in the urban population (p<0.05). The mean of ST was statistically higher in boys than in girls and in urban than in rural population (p<0.05). The mean of PA was statistically higher in boys than in girls (p<0.05). Level of PA was not statistically different between urban and rural areas. From the studied population, 18.62%, 34.11%, 50.66% and 9.63% have reported high ST, low level of PA, high TV watching and high computer working, respectively. The frequency of high ST and high computer working was statistically higher in boys than in girls (p<0.05) and low level of PA was statistically higher in girls than in boys (p<0.05). The frequency of high TV watching was similar in boys and girls. The rate of high ST, high computer working and high TV watching was statistically higher in urban than in rural population.

The frequency of the recommended level of PA and ST was 53.92%. Of the studied population, 6.63% had low PA and high ST. Paradox combinations of low PA and
low ST and moderate/high PA and high ST was prevalent among 27.47% and 6.26% of the children and adolescents.

The frequency of different combinations of PA and ST in boys and girls and in rural and urban populations are presented in Figures 1 and 2.

**Provincial Level**

The mean (95% CI) of ST, TV watching, computer working and PA at provincial level by sex and living place is presented in Table 1. The mean of ST was lower in Sistan and Baluchestan (1.05h/day), West Azerbaijan (1.18h/day), Hormozgan (1.21h/day) and Kerman (1.24h/day) (in order) and higher in Qom (1.62h/day) and Tehran (1.6h/day). The mean of PA was lower in Tehran (1.24h/day) and Alborz (1.26h/day) and was higher in Kerman and Kordestan (1.65h/day) and West Azerbaijan (1.63h/day). The mean of TV watching was higher in Tehran (2.38h/day), Qom (2.34h/day) and Markazi (2.32h/day) and was lower in Sistan and Baluchestan (1.78 h/day) and West Azerbaijan (1.82h/day). The mean of computer working was higher in Bushehr (0.93 h/day), Khuzestan (0.82 h/day), Isfahan and Alborz (0.8h/day). The frequency of high TV watching and high computer working in different provinces is presented in Figure 3. Higher rate of high
TV watching was reported for East Azerbaijan (60.64%), Tehran (60.09%), Qom (59.36%) and Isfahan (59.25%). Lower rate of high watching TV was related to West Azerbaijan (36.04%), Sistan and Baluchestan (38.22%) and Hormozgan (38.89%). The frequency of high computer working was lower in Sistan and Baluchestan (4.28%), Lorestan (4.56%) and West Azerbaijan (4.79%). The rate was
higher in Bushehr (15.65%) and Khuzeスタン (15.08%). The frequency of low level PA and high ST in different provinces is presented in Figure 4. The lowest frequency of high ST belonged to Sistan and Baluchestan (6.22%), and the highest frequency was seen in Qom (25.52%) and Bushehr (25.05%). The lowest rate of PA was observed in Kerman (21.83%) and West Azerbaijan (22.92%), and its highest rate was seen in Tehran (49.35%), Khuzeスタン (48.39%) and Qom (47.88%). The lowest and highest frequency of recommended level of PA and ST belonged to Tehran (38.9%) and Yazd (65%), respectively. More than 50% of pediatrics’ population
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met the recommended level of PA and ST in 26.6% of the provinces.

The lowest and highest frequency of low PA and high ST was detected in Yazd (1.87%) and Qom (13.77%), respectively. The frequency range of low PA and low ST was 19-39%. The lowest frequency was for Kerman and the highest was for Tehran. The frequency range of high PA and high ST was 8-15.9%. The lowest frequency was for Lorestan and the highest was for East Azerbaijan.
Discussion

In this nationwide study, we evaluated the features of sedentary lifestyle including low PA and high ST among Iranian children and adolescents. The results indicated that more than 50% of the population had proper level of PA and ST. Low levels of PA and high levels of TV watching were the most common risky behaviors. The high-risk behaviors were more prevalent in girls and in the urban population. With respect to provincial differences, the metropolitan area including Tehran and its neighboring provinces (Qom and Alborz) had higher levels of ST and lower levels of PA, and those provinces with lower socioeconomic conditions had higher levels of PA and lower levels of ST.

It is well established that factors such as race/ethnicity, place of residence and socioeconomic status may have compounding effects on developing lifestyle behaviors (21,22). This national study was conducted to determine the epidemiologic features of two most important components of individual health behaviors, PA and ST, among schoolchildren at the provincial level.

In this study, the frequency of low level
PA, high ST, high TV watching and high computer working was reported in 34.11%, 18.62%, 50.68% and 9.63% of the studied population, respectively.

The reported frequency for low level PA, high ST, high TV watching and high computer working in the CASPIAN III among 10-18 years children was 61.5%, 45.9%, 64.7% and 19.6%, respectively (23).

Although comparing our results with other studies is not logical enough due to different age groups of the participants and different methods of evaluating PA and ST, it seems that watching TV and low PA were the most common health problems among Iranian schoolchildren during the two CASPIAN studies.

In a study as a part of IDEFICS (Identification and prevention of dietary- and lifestyle-induced health effects in children and infants), one third of 2-10 year old children reported high ST (24).

Considering the fact that our studied population was 6-18 years old and there is evidence that ST have increasing trends in older children (25), the frequency of high ST in our population was lower than European children. According to the report of the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (2001–06), nearly half (47%) of U.S. children exceed ≥2 hours/day of ST (26).

In a recent study in the USA, Fakhoury and colleagues have reported the percentage of 6-11 year old children who met PA and ST recommendations in USA using data from the 2009-2010 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. According to their results, 30% of children did not meet the PA recommendations, and 46% did not meet ST viewing recommendations (27). Considering that the definitions for low levels of PA and high levels of ST in our study were similar to that study, it seems that, with respect to PA, our findings are similar to those of the U.S. children, but the level of higher ST was lower in our community.

Of Iranian children, 53% met both recommendations concurrently whereas the rate for the U.S. children was 39%.

More recently, Carson et al. described self-reported levels of PA and ST among a representative sample of the U.S. adolescents aged 12-19 years (from 2007-2012) using the data of National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. They indicated that American adolescents spent 7.5 hours/day in the sitting position and 34 minutes a day for moderate to severe PA (28).

In a cross sectional study among 1,966 Greek-Cypriot children and adolescents, 52.3% and 52.4% of the students met PA and television viewing guidelines, respectively (29).

The results of a systematic review on the worldwide prevalence of insufficient PA among adolescents showed that the prevalence of low PA varied from 18.7% to 90.6%, with a median of 79.7%. In all surveys, the prevalence was higher among girls than in boys, and the developing countries had a higher prevalence (30).

In this study, we reported the frequency of different combinations of PA and ST. The results indicated that the proportion of schoolchildren who failed to meet both PA and ST recommendations was low (6-7%), and higher proportion of them, especially girls, reported a paradox combination of low PA and low ST. The frequency of another paradox combination (i.e., high PA and high ST) was low.

Recently some studies reported similar features and indicated that though sedentary behaviors and low PA are correlated, it is possible for individuals to participate in the recommended level of PA and engage in high levels of sedentary behavior and vice versa (31). Moreover, the health outcomes consequences of low PA and sedentary behavior have often been identified independently.

Recently, Cristi-Montero et al. have reported the paradox of being physically active but sedentary or sedentary but physically active (32).

Thus, considering our results, it is suggested that targeted interventions should be
planned mainly for increasing the level of PA among children.

Our results at the provincial level indicated that the higher ST and lower PA was mainly reported in Tehran, the capital of Iran, and its neighboring provinces, specially Qom and Alborz, and better condition was seen in provinces with lower socioeconomic conditions. SES could somehow explain the findings. However, there were provinces with moderate SES that had a better condition with respect to the studied variables, or conversely there were provinces with lower SES that had low PA and high ST. These findings revealed that other factors had additive effects in this regard.

Similar to previous studies, level of PA was significantly lower in girls than in boys and in rural than in urban population (33-35).

The strength of this study was the use of a nationally representative sample of Iranian schoolchildren on the effect of place of residency and their socioeconomic status. In addition, this study is considered the first to present PA and ST at the provincial level.

Conclusion
The findings of this study indicated that more than half of Iranian children and adolescents follow the recommendations for appropriate level of PA and ST.

The most important findings were low frequency of low PA and high ST and high frequency of paradox combination of low PA and low ST. The findings indicated that preparing facilities to improve the PA level among children should be the main priority of our future interventions in this field. Moreover, targeted interventions or educational programs through mass media, especially TV, is highly recommended to perform binary interventions to reduce the level of sedentary behaviors (especially TV watching) and increase the level of PA by novel intervention methods such as active computer or video games.
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